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The x-ray standing wave technique is a sensitive tool for determining the position of atoms

within a crystal, adsorbed onto a surface or distributed within the crystal or at the interface.

The technique is based on the x-ray standing wave field that arises as a result of the

interference of coherently related incident and reflected plane waves (Figure 1) and is

described by the theory of dynamical diffraction of x-rays. [1-31 When two coherently

related traveling plane waves having the same wavelength pass through each other their
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superposition results in a standing wave of period D = X/2 sine; where X is the wavelength

of the traveling waves, and 20 is the relative angle between them. The generation of a

standing wave requires both an incident and a reflected wave and the letter can be generated

by either Bragg diffraction or total external reflection.

Conventional XSW are generated using dynamical Bragg reflection [ 1-31 from

perfect single crystals[4-10]. In this case the periodicity of the standing wave field is

equivalent to the d-spacing of the (hkl) diffracting planes and, thus, this technique is a

precise tool (± 1% of the d-spacing)[51 for measuring bond-lengths between adsorbate

atoms and surface/bulk lattice positions over the range of 1 to 4A (i.e. typical d-spacings

for single crystals). In Bragg diffraction XSW measurements, distances are extracted

modulo-d (that is relative to the diffraction planes) so that it is inappropriate to employ this

method for structural determinations of systems extending over several tens of angstroms

such as ionic distributions at charged interfaces. In this case, XSW having a longer period

would be much more appropriate. Such long period XSW can be generated by Bragg

diffraction from layered synthetic microstructures (LSM)(vide-infra) which have d-

spacings ranging from 20 to 200 A [11-13] or by employing total external reflection from a

mirror surface (vide infra)[14,15]. The longer periods are due to the fact that at a given

wavelength the reflection occurs at smaller angles (0) than in the case of Bragg diffraction

from single crystals. We will discuss these various techniques and present examples on

their applicability.

2. X-ray Standing Waves Based on Bragg Reflection

For the case of XSW based on Bragg reflection, the standing wave can extend well

beyond the reflecting surface and estimates of this coherence length range to values as large 0£_3

as IOOOA [12]. The nodal and antinodal planes of the standing wave are parallel to the .......

diffracting planes and as mentioned above, the nodal wavelength corresponds to the d- . .............

spacing of the diffracting planes. As the angle of incidence is advanced across the strong
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Bragg reflection, the relative phase between the incident and reflected plane waves (at a

fixed point in the crystal) changes by nt. Due to this phase change, the antinodal planes of

the standing wave field move in the -H direction normal to the diffraction planes by 1/2 of a

d-spacing, from a position halfway between the (h,k,l) diffracting planes (low angle side of

the Bragg reflection) to a position that coincides with them (high angle side of the Bragg

reflection). Thus, the standing wave can be made to sample an adsorbed or distributed

overlayer at varying positions above the substrate interface.

For an atomic overlayer which is positioned parallel to the diffracting planes, the

nodal and antinodal planes of the standing wave will pass through the atom plane as the

angle is advanced. Using an incident x-ray beam energy at or beyond the absorption edge

of the atoms in the overlayer, the fluorescence emission yield will be modulated in a

characteristic fashion as the substrate is rocked in angle. The yield can be expressed as an

integral that incorporates a distribution function f(z) for the atoms in the adlayer:

Y(z,0) = fI(z,0) f(z) dz (1)

Figure 2 depicts the angular dependence of the electric field intensity (or fluorescence yield)

for an adsorbate layer located at varying positions with respect to the diffracting planes.

The phase and amplitude of this modulation (or so-called coherent position and coherent

fraction) are a measure of the mean position <z> and width 4I<z> 2 , respectively of the

distribution F(z) of atoms in the overlayer. The coherent fraction (fc) and coherent position

(0c; which is equal to (<z>/d)) are defined as the amplitude and phase, respectively, of the

mth Fourier component for the distribution of atoms in the adlayer, and are incorporated

into the yield equation as:

. y(0) = IEo12 [(1 +R+ 2,Ji fc cos(v-2n OdC) (2)

For example if all the atoms were at the same z position (i.e. a distribution described by a

delta function) the coherent fraction would be unity. Conversely, if the atoms were
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randomly distributed the coherent fraction would be zero. It should be mentioned that in

this case the yield will be given by (I+R) which represents the limiting case of a random

distribution. For intermediate cases the coherent fraction would vary from zero to one.

For the case of a gaussian distribution, the coherent fraction can be described by

fc = exp (-2n 2 c;2 /d2 } which is of the same form as the Debye-Waller expression.

Since the z scale of the Bragg diffraction XSW is mod-d, if several coherent

positions (in z) are possible for the adsorbate, a single measurement will not be sufficient to

unambiguously determine these positions. Thus, XSW measurements with a different

period, and thus different Fourier components, (such as higher order Bragg diff'-ction

measurements or total external reflection measurements) must be performed to allow such

an assignment.

Although the characteristic modulo-d length scale of a few angstroms of single

crystals is ideal for determining bond lengths between atom layers at single crystal

surfaces, it is inappropriate for the structural determination of systems extending over

several tens of angstroms (e.g. ionic distributions at charged surfaces).

An alternative to single crystals is the use of synthetic layered microstructures

(LSM)[11-13]. For Bragg diffraction purposes, LSMs are depth-periodic structures

consisting of alternating layers of high and low electron density materials (such as tungsten

and silicon, or platinum and carbon), and are of high enough quality to produce strong

Bragg diffraction. They can be prepared with d-spacings from about 20 to 200A, thus

providing information over a much longer length scale. LSM's have been employed in a

number of XSW studies. [16-19]

3. Total External Reflection X-ray Standing Waves

Since the refractive index of matter for x-rays is less than unity [20,211, when x-

rays are incident on a mirror surface at an angle smaller than the critical angle, the refracted

wave cannot penetrate through the reflecting surface. Under this condition of total external
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reflection, all of the incident wave energy goes into the reflected wave and only an

exponentially damped evanescent wave penetrates into the medium below the reflecting

surface. At the same time, the incident and specularly reflected plane waves interfere to

form a standing wave in the more optically dense medium above the mirror surface. The

reflectivity and phase of the reflected plane wave are a function of the angle of incidence.

Analogous to XSW generation via Bragg diffraction, there is a change in the relative phase

(by nt) between the incident and reflected waves. Regarding the phase at 0 = 0, the

reflected plane wave is completely out of phase with respect to the incident plane wave at

the mirror surface. Thus, at 0=0 a node is at the mirror surface and the first antinode is at

infinity since D= oo. As the angle of incidence is increased, the first antinode moves

inward, in a direction normal to the surface, until at the critical angle it coincides with the

mirror surface. The trailing antinodes follow behind with a periodic spacing given by:

D = X / (2sin0) (3)

In this context one can also define a critical period Dc which is that when 0 = Oc where Be

is the critical angle. It should be mentioned that for 1A wavelength x-rays values of Oc

range from 1-10mrad so that the critical period ranges from 80 to 300A.

4. Experimental Aspects

X-ray standing wave measurements are, in general, experimentally very

demanding. An XSW experiment typically consists of monitoring some signal

proportional to the standing wave electric field intensity as the angle of incidence is scanned

through the total external reflection or across a Bragg reflection. The more commonly

employed schemes are electron yield and x-ray fluorescence yield. In the discussion,

fluorescence detection will be assumed. A typical experimental set up consists of I) a

collimated beam whose intensity 1o is typically monitored with an ionization chamber, 2) a

sample stage, 3)a reflected beam monitor IR and 4) a fluorescence detector at 90' relative to
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the incident x-ray beam. In the case of XSW measurements on single crystals, particular

attention needs to be paid to the monochromator design since one needs to be in an non-

dispersive condition and high collimation is required. Because of this last point,

asymmetric crystals are typically employed in the monochromator. Materlik et. at. have

recently reviewed many of these experimental details.[22]

At each angular position, a complete x-ray fluorescence spectrum is collected and

later analyzed so as to accurately remove background and other undesirable contributions to

the signal.

5. Data Analysis

Analysis of x-ray standing wave data is based on a fit of the data (reflectivity and

fluorescence yield) to those predicted from theory. However, the data must first be treated

to extract yields corrected for background and other contributions. In general, the

fluorescence yield is recorded as a function of angle of incidence. An energy dispersed

spectrum is collected at each angular position. The emission line of interest is then fitted to

an assumed functional form (usually a combination of Gaussian functions) and the

background is subtracted using polynomial function. From this one obtains the

fluorescence yield as a function of the angle of the incident radiation.

The electric field intensity at a given point above the reflecting surface must either

be calculated form dynamical diffraction theory [1-3] or from an optical theory approach.

The latter approach is generally based on a formalism in which the medium is divided into

parallel slabs [23]. The continuity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic

fields at each of the resulting interfaces is the essential requirement invoked to obtain a

recursion relation (containing Fresnel coefficients) describing the E-field amplitudes at

each interface of the incident, reflected and refracted waves. Such a treatment is applicable

to the total external reflection condition as well as to Bragg diffraction.
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The layered medium approach is particularly well suited for analysis of standing

waves in multilayered structures [11-13,24]. The recursion relation employed generally

has the following form:

r 1 E..(o)
R =a 2 j-l,j+2 + jl Ej (0) (7)jj+l J 1+Rj+I.j+ 2 Fj,j+1 Ej(o)

where Rjj,+I = ratio of reflected E-field amplitude to incident

E-field amplitude forjth layer

Rj+1,j+2 = ratio of reflected wave amplitude to incident

wave amplitude for j+ Ith layer

Fj~j+ = Fresnel coefficient for jth layer

aj = complex amplitude factor at the j, j+I interface.

The reflectivity at a given interface is the squared modulus of Rjj+I. The total reflectivity

at a given angle of a structure consisting of n layers is obtained by applying the recursion

relation n- 1 times from the substrate (or from the extinction length) to the topmost layer.

The description in the total external reflection region becomes more complicated since

absorption and refraction effects in the region above the reflecting surface can no longer be

ignored as is typically done for Bragg diffraction from single crystals.

6. Selected Examples

6.1 Bromine adsorption on Si (220)

This early study by Golovchenko and co-workers [4] is representative of studies on

single crystal surfaces. It is also of note because the sample (Si(220)) was in contact with a

liquid (methanol); establishing the feasibility of carrying out in-situ studies on solid/liquid

interfaces. The sample consisted of a Si(220) single crystal that was Syton polished and

etched with HF and subsequently brought into contact with a solution of bromine in

methanol. After rinsing with clean methanol (6x) the sample was covered with a 0.5 mil
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thick film of mylar which trapped a thin film (ca 54m) of methanol. The sample was

placed in a holder that continually replaced methanol by capillary action. This assembly

was then mounted on a high precision stage where the XSW experiments were carried out

using MoKaX radiation. The reflectivity across the (220) reflection as well as the BrKa

fluorescence were monitored as a function of angle. The results are presented in Figure 3

where both the reflectivity profile (A) and fluorescence yield (C) are presented along with

fits and theoretical calculations (B,D). Figure 3A (o) presents the experimentally measured

reflectivity profile along with the best fit. The profile has the characteristic shape (Darwin-

Prins) anticipated for a nearly perfect crystal. The experimental BrKa fluorescence yield

(0) and the fit are presented in curve 3C. From the fit to the fluorescence yield they

determined that the bromine ad-layer was located 1.73 ± 0.07A above the crystal surface

and that the coherent fraction was 30%. Also shown in the figure are the anticipated yields

for a completely incoherent ad-layer (B) as well as for a layer at 1.73A with a 100%

coherent fraction (D). As mentioned previously for an incoherent layer the yield will be

given by (1+R) as seen in the figure. For a completely coherent layer, we observe a very

large modulation. The experimental results have a clear resemblance to the latter, but the

amplitude of the modulation is clearly less.

6.2. Packing density and potential dependent distributional changes of iodine on Pt:

The Pt(1 1 1)/I system possesses a rich potential-dependent coverage isotherm,

which has been characterized by Auger spectroscopy [25-27] for the emersed case, and by

x-ray absorption spectroscopy in-situ [28]. Its features are explained in terms of potential

dependent structural and distributional changes. The aim in this work was to study, in-

situ, via the XSW method using a Pt/C Layered Synthetic Microstructure (LSM), the

potential dependence of structural and distributional changes of iodine species, and to relate

features of the aforementioned isotherm to observations from this measurement [18].
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In the interpretation of the data, we chose a relatively simple model (Figure 4A)

consisting of three basic components: (1) an ad-layer (step) of specifically adsorbed (i.e,,

in contact with the electrode surface) iodine atoms, (2) an exponential tail of iodide

extending out into solution with a characteristic decay length k, (the diffuse layer), and (3)

a second layer (step) of width equal to the thickness of the solution layer, depicting bulk

iodide. The effect of including a diffuse layer, along with the adsorbed layer in the model

corresponds to a superposition of a random-like component to the coherent XSW yield

from the ad-layer (provided that the thickness tad is narrow with respect to the substrate's

d-spacing), in a ratio proportional to the population in each layer with the number of atoms

in the diffuse layer being controlled by the decay length k and the initial concentration

Ndiff"

The angular dependence of the IL fluorescence yield for each of the potentials

studied is shown in Figure 5. Changes in the phase (angular position) and amplitude of the

standing wave signal are indicative of distributional changes in the direction normal to the

substrate surface. We also observe different values of the off-Bragg fluorescence yield at

different applied potentials corresponding to changes in the total amount of 1711 species

sampled by the incident and reflected beams. In addition, the potential dependent changes

in the background slope, peak position, and modulation amplitude provide further insights

about the distribution of species.

Based on an analysis of the standing wave and off-Bragg yield measurements, we

note a marked accumulation of iodide in the diffuse layer, weakly associated with the

adsorbed iodine, when the Pt surface is not saturated by iodine adatoms (-0.1V). This

striking association of iodide with the iodine ad-lattice is perhaps driven by the hydrophilic

character of the unsaturated Pt surface. In addition, the increase in the adsorbed iodine

packing density to saturation coverage is accompanied by an abrupt decrease in the

concentration of this accumulated iodide. Thus, the potential dependent structural

transformation in the iodine ad-lattice might be viewed as a phase transition, in which
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iodide anions in the liquid-like arrangement of the diffuse layer are incorporated into the

crystalline-like structure of the iodine ad-lattice. This results in a saturated, possibly

hydrophobic Pt surface and in the concomitant decrease in the concentration of iodide in the

diffuse layer associated with the adsorbed iodine. These changes are depicted graphically

in Figure 4B.

6.3 X-ray standing wave study of a Langmuir-Blodgett multilayer film

As mentioned previously the total external reflection condition occurs between 0=0

and 0 = 0 c (where 0 c is of the order of a few milliradians). Over this angular range the

period of the generated XSW varies between infinity and several nanometers in length.

This characteristically long and variable period distinguishes the total external reflection

XSW from the Bragg diffraction XSW where the period is essentially dictated by the d-

spacing of the diffracting planes. The similarity between the two cases is that a it radian

phase shift occurs, in this case as the incident angle is advanced through the total reflection

condition. As in the previous cases, the signal (e.g. fluorescence) arising from a marker

atom can be used to ascertain the angular dependence of the XSW field. However, it

should be noted that in this case the period of the standing wave is continuously changing.

Also since large periods are involved, the marker atom must be placed at a mean distance

(<z>) that is larger than the critical period for the mirror material and the distribution

('4<z 2 >) of the marker atom must be narrow relative to (<z>). If these conditions are

satisfied, then there will be (<z>/Dc + 1/2) modulations in the fluorescence yield of the

marker atom between 0 = 0 and the criticia angle.

The use of XSW based on mirror reflection was first demonstrated by Bedzyk and

co- workers who measured the fluorescence yield for a Zn atom layer embedded in the top

arachidate bilayer of a Langmuir-Blodgett (LB) multilayer film which was deposited on the

surface of a gold mirror [14]. As shown in Figure 6, three full oscillations in the Zn

fluorescence yield occur before reaching the critical angle of gold (arrow in figure),
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indicating that the Zn layer was located at <z> = 2.5Dc = 200 A. (The critical angle for gold

at the incident energy of 9.8keV is about 7.8 mrad so that the critical period Dc is about

80A. The va.. of <z> was more precisely determined to be 218 A from a X2 fit of the

data to theoretical yields based on a layered model. This value was also in very good

agreement with calculations based on the dimensions of the deposited layers. Since the

standing wave samples the selected atom distribution with a variable period D, one is, in

effect, measuring the Fourier transform of that distribution over a continuous range in Q =

l/D (i.e. a scan in Fourier space). With a variable period ranging from 10's of angstroms

to 100's of angstroms, this x-ray standing wave technique is ideally suited to measure

surface and interface layered structures which have natural length scales in the 10 to 1000 A

regime.

7. Conclusions and Future Directions:

The use of x-ray standing waves is yielding valuable insights on interfacial structure and

composition. Future applications of this novel technique to the study of interfaces will yield

extremely important and fundamental information that will affect not only our

understanding and control of interfacial reactivity, but the field of surface chemistry as a

whole.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. Illustration of the x-ray standing wave generated by the interference of

coherently related incident and reflected plane waves above a reflecting surface.

Figure 2. Angular dependence of the reflectivity and the electric filed intensity at various

positions with respect to the diffraction planes (adapted from ref. 19)

Figure 3. Normalized x-ray yield from fluorescence and reflected beam detectors for Br

adsorbed on Si(220): (o) Bragg reflectivity; (0) bromine fluorescence.

Curves:

A. Bragg reflectivity theory

B. standing wave theory with zero coherent fraction

C. standing wave theory with 30% coherent fraction at a position 1.72A above

the surface

D. standing wave theory with 100% coherent fraction at a position 1.72A

above the surface

(figure adapted from ref.4)

Figure 4 A. Schematic of the model used to describe the iodide distribution formed at a

platinum electrode surface.

B. Illustration of the changes in the iodine/iodide distribution at a platinum

electrode surface as a function of applied potential.

(figure adapted from ref. 18)

Figure 5 The angular dependence of the experimental IL fluorescence for the various

applied potentials studied and experimental reflectivity at 6.OkeV.

(figure adapted from ref. 18)

Figure 6 The angular dependence of the Zn Ka fluorescence yield from a Langmuir-

Blodgett film consisting of zinc arachidate, o-tricosanoic acid and cadmium

arachidate. Arrow indicates the critical angle for the gold surface.

(figure adapted from ref. 14)
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